	
  

MENTORING FOUNDATION
IconicShift is a business architecture devised by Mike Harris, the
former CEO and founder of Egg and First Direct. At its heart is the
idea that any business can be iconic – one that stands out from the
crowd and is a symbol of excellence in its sector – no matter its size or
niche.
The IconicShift Mentoring Foundation is a 3-day stand-alone
programme designed for experienced individuals and leadership
teams who are looking to radically improve their business
performance. It allows participants to create a business design and
implementation plan based on IconicShift principles and gain a
competence the key high performance tools Mike has developed over
many years.
The Foundation covers the following topics:
Creation of an Iconic Design: this will ensure a business is clear on
the change it is seeking to make in the world and is at the same time
designing with rigour and precision an iconic experience for everyone
who interacts with the company.
Strategy
1. The creation of a 3-5 year Game Worth Playing: A game is a way
of expressing the aims and objectives of a business in a way
which combines power, flexibility and motivation in a unique
way
2. The creation of a one year road map. A road map is a detailed
plan covering the next 12 months of the game. This document
is probably the single most important resource for navigating
the business and staying on course.
Business Architecture and implementation tools:
1. Identification of the four elements of Business architecture
which make a difference to performance and how to go about
implementing them
2. Creation of a Perfect Pitch: a short clear, credible and
motivating pitch for the business and its strategy
3. An introduction to High Performance Leadership to get results
with speed and resilience

